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Early Detection of Parkinson’s Diseases Using Bioinformatics and fMRI Image
Processing
Biomedical Engineering – Department of Electronic Engineering – May 2018
Abstract
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the most common neurodegenerative type of movement
disorder characterized by the selective loss of dopamine neurons in the substantia
nigra. The symptoms are typically divided into motor and non-motor symptoms. Early
detection of PD is important to control symptoms and treatments, monitoring of
disease to modify therapies or drug design, and evaluating new treatments for nonmotor signs. This study aimed to early detection of PD using bioinformatics and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) image processing. The methodology
was based on two parts, firstly using bioinformatics tools for pathogenic single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPS), 26 reference sequences (rs) in PINK1, 73 rs in
PARK2 and 60 rs in LRRK2 genes which downloaded from dbSNP and Ensembl
genome database project websites obtained from national center for biotechnology
information. Bioinformatics tools used insilico analysis to obtain functional effects of
SNPs were predicted using the following insilico algorithms SIFT, polyphen-2, PhDSNP to identify the deleterious ,damaging and disease- related SNPs respectively and
I-MUTANT showed the change in the protein stability as a result of mutations. For
functional and structural analysis Project-HOPE and Chimera were used for protein
3D-structure visualization. Secondly, images processing contain 1000 images normal
and abnormal of fMRI which downloaded from image data archive data bases, which
consist preprocessing, features extraction using gray comatrix algorithm with four
parameters entropy, contrast, correlation, and homogeneity for statistical parametric
map to assist the analysis data and neural network and support vector machine with
cross validation technique were used for classfication data. Results of the study had
shown in three genes 7 SNPS in PINK1, 1 SNP in PARK2 and 3 SNPS in LRRK2
genes affected on the function of proteins that responsible for produce dopamine in
substantia nigra. The accuracy of neural network and support vector machine with
cross validation had proportionately reached to 99% and 90% respectively. In
conclusion machine learning algorithm for interpretation of clinical data and images
processing had yielded more accurate diagnosis and early detection of PD. The study
recommends to improve the previous study and system performance with current
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techniques, giving more information about position of mutation in genes and the
affected of action potential for levels of dopamine cells generation.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common neurodegenerative disorder that can affect the
ability to perform common, daily activities. Although PD is associated with a wide range
of symptoms, these symptoms are typically divided into those that affect movement
(motor symptoms) and those that do not (non-motor symptoms). The most common motor
symptoms of PD are tremor, stiffness or rigidity of the muscles, and slowness of
movement. Common non-motor symptoms of PD include sleep problems, constipation,
anxiety, depression, and fatigue. Although there are common symptoms of PD, they can
vary greatly from person to person. Moreover, how these symptoms change over time and
whether other symptoms of PD emerge differ from person to person. Most people who
develop the symptoms of PD do so sometime after the age of 50, but PD can affect
younger persons as well. There are an estimated 1 million Americans living with PD and
more than 10 million people worldwide, (Standaert, et al., 2005).

1.1.1 Causes of Parkinson’s disease
The cause of PD is still unknown, although there is some evidence for the role of
genetics, environmental factors, or a combination of both. It is also possible that there
may be more than one cause of PD. Scientists generally believe that both genetics and
environment interact to cause PD in most people who have it, (Standaert, et al., 2005).
1.1.1.1 Genetic Factors
Scientists estimate that less than 10% of cases of PD are primarily due to genetic causes.
The most common genetic effect that triggers PD is mutation in a gene called LRRK2.
The LRRK2 defect is particularly frequent in families of North African. Mutations in
alpha-synuclein have also been found to trigger PD, but these are quite rare. In most cases
of PD, no primary genetic cause can be found, (Standaert, et al., 2005).
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1.1.1.2 Environmental Factors
Certain environmental factors, such as significant exposure to pesticides or certain
heavy metals and repeated head injuries, can increase risk of PD. Most people do not have
a clear environmental cause for their PD, and because many years can pass between
exposure to an environmental factor and the appearance of PD symptoms, the connection
is often difficult to establish. However, it seems likely that environmental factors do
influence the development of PD, perhaps particularly in people who also have a genetic
susceptibility, (Standaert, et al., 2005).
1.1.1.3 Other Risk Factors
There are other things that put an individual at higher risk for developing PD. The main
risk factor is age, because PD is more common in older adults (>50 years of age). Men
also have a higher risk of PD than women. PD often seems to affect Caucasians more than
African Americans or Asians. The actual links between any of these factors and PD are
not completely understood, (Standaert, et al., 2005).

1.1.2 The Affected PD on Patient Brain
Movement disorders are that cell loss occurs in a very specific region of the brain
called the substantia nigra. The nerve cells, or neurons, in this region actually appear dark
under a microscope. Those dark neurons produce a specific type of neurotransmitter (a
chemical messenger that allows neurons to communicate) called dopamine. The
neurotransmitter dopamine helps to regulate movement. This loss of dopamine is the
reason that many treatments for PD are intended to increase dopamine levels in brain,
(Standaert, et al., 2005).

1.2 Problem Identification
Diagnosis PD dependent on motor symptoms and decreases dopamine level by clinical
data, loss dopamine cannot observes in early stage for control the symptoms and
treatments. Movement disorder it can affected for patient ability to perform common daily
activities.

1.3 Motivation
Study the genes effects on brain function may change over development as brain systems
reorganize for early detection of PD and changes in cellular and systems levels of
functioning in the brain. Also interpretation of clinical data with images processing and
bioinformatics to control of symptoms, more accurate diagnosis, genes therapy and drug
design.
19

1.4 Objectives
The main aims of this study are:
1- To investigate if potential differences are associated with specific symptoms.
2- Prediction of disease associated the mutation in protein 3D structure.
There are many sub-objectives such as: To measurement of motor signs is of vital importance for diagnosing disease.
 To detect nonmotor signs in early stages of Parkinson’s disease.
 To monitoring and developing disease modify therapies.
 To evaluating a new treatment, this is useful for measuring dynamic changes
in neural activity.

1.5 Research Methodology
The methodology based on bioinformatics tools online programs for detection
mutations from genes by SIFT, Poly phen2, I-mutant, PhD-2 and chimera for 3D
structure of protein, tracking this effect on function cells using image processing of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fmri) and them extracted feature is classify
by neural network and support vector machine with cross validation in order to effect
of mutation. The methodology algorithms are executed on MATLAB (R2014b).

1.6 Research layout
This thesis is organized as follow, chapter one is about an introduction, chapter two
is about background and literature review, chapter three is about demonstrates
research methodology, chapter four presented the results and discussion, chapter five
is about conclusion and recommendation and finally, there is a reference list.
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CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Background
This section introduces stages of PD, dopamine neurons, basic information about
bioinformatics or molecular biology, digital images processing, feature extraction,
neural network, and support vector machine.

2.1.1 The Five Stages of Parkinson’s disease
Parkinson’s disease diagnosis is substantially based on clinical symptoms and is
characterized by five stages as follows:2.1.1.1 Stage I: No Functional Impairment
The patient has tremor, rigidity, slowness and paucity of movement, or poor
condition in the arm and/or legs on one side of the body. This stage of Parkinson’s is
often missed entirely. Most doctors worry about a stroke or tumor, which they
should. When all necessary tests show nothing, one must wait and observe.
Eventually Stage II may emerge, Figure 2.1 below shown stage I, (Hoehn, 1967).

Figure 2.1: Stage I No Functional Impairment, (Hoehn, 1967)
2.1.1.2 Stage II: Bilateral or Midline Involvement, Without Impairment of
Balance
These may include: bilateral loss of facial expression (masking), decreased blinking,
speech abnormalities, soft voice, monotony, fading volume after starting to speak
loudly, slurring, stiffness (rigidity) of truncal muscles making the patient appear
awkward and stiff or resulting in neck and back pain, postural abnormalities causing
stooping, generalized slowness in, but still capable of, carrying out all activities of
daily living, Figure 2.2 below shown stage II, (Hoehn, 1967).
21

Figure 2.2: Stage II: Bilateral or Midline Involvement, (Hoehn, 1967)

2.1.1.3 Stage III: First Signs of Impaired Righting Reflexes
Loss of balance, with the inability to make the rapid, automatic and involuntary
movements necessary to protect against falling, is one of the most troubling and
dangerous aspects of Parkinsonism and one of the least easily treated, Figure 2.3
below shown stage III, (Hoehn, 1967).

Figure 2.3: Stage III: First Signs of Impaired Righting Reflex, (Hoehn, 1967)

2.1.1.4 Stage IV: Fully Developed, Severely Disabling Disease
The patient is unable to lead an independent life because of the need for help with
some activities of daily living, Figure 2.4 below shown stage IV, (Hoehn, 1967).
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Figure 2.4: Stage IV: Fully Developed Signs of Parkinson, (Hoehn, 1967)

2.1.1.5 Stage V: Confinement to Bed or Wheelchair Unless Aided
The patient may exhibit: inability to arise from a chair or get out of bed without
help, a tendency to fall when standing or turning; freezing, stumbling or pulsing
when walking. Without someone immediately present to provide assistance, the
patient is in danger of falling, Figure 2.5 below shown stage V, (Hoehn, 1967).

Figure 2.5: Stage V: Confinement to Bed or Wheelchair, (Hoehn, 1967)

2.1.2 Dopamine Neurons
Dopamine is produced in the dopaminergic neurons one of dozens of cell types in
the brain. Dopamine formation in this cell’s a unique function, never all cell types
reproduce. There are only a few cell types that don’t one of these is the dopaminergic
neurons. The cells involved in Parkinson’s disease so there is irreversible cell loss in
PD, however, no study has ever demonstrated the widely help be life that there is
considerable, and there

for over whelming cell loss in parkinson’s disease,

(Krieglstein, 2004).
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2.1.2.1 Dopamine Neural Groups
The term dopaminergic neuronal groups refer to collection of neurons in the
central nervous system that have been found to contain dopamine. Ten dopaminergic
neuronal groups they are classified as groups A8 to A17. The cell aggregation (A8,
A9 and A10) are in mesencephalon, the cell aggregation (A11, A12, A13 and A14)
are in the diencephalon, single group of dopaminergic neuron (A15) has been found
in the hypothalamus, single group of dopaminergic neurons A16 has been found in
the olfactory bulb and A17 has been found in the retina, Figure 2.6 below shown
dopamine neurons, (Lustig, 1967).

Figure 2.6: Dopamine Neurons (Lustig, 1967)

2.1.2.2 Dopamine Biosynthesis
The primary fault in Parkinson’s disease is insufficient dopamine. Dopamine is
formed in the dopamine neuron by the following pathway:L-tyrosine

L-dopa

dopamine (1)

 The first step is bio synthesized by enzyme tyrosine 3-monooxygenase the
following complete reaction :
L-tyrosine +THFA+O2+Fe+2

L-dopa+DHFA+H2O+Fe+2

dopamine (2)

So for (L-dopa) formation, (L-tyrosine), THFA (Tetrahydrofolic acid) and ferrous
iron are essential. The activity of the enzyme is often as low as 25% in parkinson’s
disease and in severe cases can be as low as 10%.This indicates that one or more of
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the elements required for the formation of L-dopa are insufficient quantities, (S.B.
Dunnett, et al., 2005) .

 The second step in the biosynthesis of dopamine by the enzyme aromatic Lamino acid decarboxylase (dopa)
L-dopa + pyridoxal phosphate

dopamine + pyridoxal phosphate + co2 (3)

So for dopamine biosynthesis from L-dopa,pyridoxal phosphate is essential ,the
activity of the enzyme rises and falls according to how much pyridoxal phosphate
there is ,the level of this enzyme in parkinson’s disease can also be around 25% or
even far less, (Lustig, 1967).

2.1.2.3 Cytological Effects
When L-dopa or dopamine is not biosynthesized properly in the dopaminergic
neuron, as occurs in Parkinson’s disease certain cytological effects can occur, this
can result in the formation of superoxide anion neuromelanin formation, iron
accumulation, alpha-synuclein and formation lewy bodies, (Lustig, 1967).
2.1.2.3.1 Superoxide Anion
The first step in the formation of dopamine is the biosynthesis of L-dopa for Ltyrosine, in Parkinson largely due to inadequate cofactors, L-tyrosine and molecular
oxygen do not completely from L-dopa consequenthy,the toxic partial reduction
product of oxygen the superoxide anion can be formed instead superoxide (O2) is
formed by oxidation or ferrous ion (Fe+2) , (Lustig, 1967).
2.1.2.3.2 Neuromelanin
When L-dopa is unable to form dopamine it may instead lead to the formation and
accumulation of neuromelanin which is similar to the pigment found in skin. The
enzyme peroxidase instead of the enzyme tyrosine, this is usually responsible for
melanin production because tyrosine does not occur in dopaminergic neurons,
(Lustig, 1967).
2.1.2.3.3 Iron Accumulation
Iron accumulation is essential for the formation of L-dopa so the deficiency of iron
can cause insufficient L-dopa that is primary biochemical fault in Parkinson’s,
(Lustig, 1967).
2.1.2.3.4 Alpha- Synuclein
Iron accumulation also in increases the aggregation of alpha-synuclein, the
superoxide anion can be also produced as a result of Parkinson’s disease when L25

dopa is formed insufficiently. Superoxide is broken down to hydrogen proxide
(H2O2) plays a dominant role in the aggregation of (alpha-synuclein). α-Synuclein
has been shown to regulate the production of dopamine in cultured cells through its
interaction with tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the rate-limiting enzyme responsible for
converting tyrosine to L-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) in the dopamine
synthesis pathway. Overexpression of α-synuclein in cells reduces the activity of the
TH promoter, leading to reduced levels of TH mRNA and protein. In addition, αsynuclein has been shown to bind TH, preventing its phosphorylation and inhibiting
its activation by promoting the activity of protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A).
Conversely, suppression of α-synuclein in cell culture models leads to increased
phosphorylated TH and consequently increased TH activity. Consistent with a role
for α-synuclein in down regulating dopamine biosynthesis in cell culture models,
reduced TH activity has been observed in several mouse models overexpressing
wild-type α-synuclein. α-Synuclein has also been proposed to interact with Laromatic amino acid decarboxylase (AADC), the enzyme which catalyzes the
conversion of L-dopa to dopamine, (Lustig, 1967).
2.1.2.3.5 Lewy Bodies
Abnormal protein deposits that disrupt the brain’s normal functioning in people
with Parkinson’s disease lewy bodies are made of a protein called alpha-synuclein. In
healthy brain alpha-synuclein plays a number of important roles in neurons (nerves
cells) in the brain especially at synapses where brain cells communicate with each
other. In lewy bodies alpha-synuclein forms into clumps inside neurons starting in
particular regions of the brain this process causes neurons to work less effectively
and eventually, to die .The activities of brain chemical important to brain function
are also affected. The result is widespread damage to certain parts of the brain and a
decline in abilities affected by those brain regions, Figure 2.7 below shown effect of
dopamine cell loss, (Payton, 2001).
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Figure 2.7: Role of Activity and Calcium Dependent Mechanisms in DA Cell Loss in
PD (Payton, 2001).

2.1.2.4 Responsible Genes of Parkinson’s disease
All suggesting a genetic contribution to PD susceptibility, attempts to map the
position of responsible genes have been made. Linkage analysis is a useful tool to
detect the chromosomal location of disease genes. Linkage detects co-segregation of
a particular marker (allele) with a defined phenotype (disease state) among pedigrees
with multiple affected family members, Table 2.1, below shown Summary of the
phenotypic appearance and neuropathology findings from patients with the known
PARK mutations , (Foltynie, et al., 2002).

2.1.3 Tools to Aid Diagnosis
In addition to taking a history and performing a detailed neurologic examination,
physicians sometimes use brain imaging to help support a particular diagnosis.
However, these studies have their limitations in the diagnosis of PD and are typically
used only in select patients. Brain imaging is not routinely performed by neurologists
or movement disorder specialists when they are considering the diagnosis of PD,
especially if the person’s symptoms strongly suggest to the physician that idiopathic
PD is the correct diagnosis. Rather, use of imaging is most helpful when the
diagnosis is uncertain, or when physicians are looking for changes in the brain that
are more typical of one of several parkinsonian syndromes(and not idiopathic PD)
and other conditions that can mimic PD. Imaging studies to evaluate PD and
parkinsonian syndromes include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which
examines the structure of the brain, and DaTscan, an imaging test approved by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to detect the dopamine function in the brain. A
DaTscan may help differentiate idiopathic PD from other disorders that cause tremor
or other parkinsonian syndromes. Most physicians’ offices will have access to MRI.
27

However, DaTscan imaging may only be available at larger hospitals or medical
centers. Other imaging studies that can be done, but that are not used routinely in the
clinic, include functional MRI (fMRI), a specialized form of brain imaging that
examines brain function, and positron emission tomography (PET), which can
measure certain brain functions, (Lustig, 1967).
There are many differences between MRI and fMRI such as:
1- The MRI and fMRI differ from each other in a way that the MRI views the
anatomical structure while the fMRI views the metabolic function.
2- MRI studies the water molecule’s hydrogen nuclei where as fMRI calculates the
levels of oxygen.
3- An MRI’s structural imaging views at a high resolution the differences between
tissue types with respect to space. On the other hand, an fMRI’s functional imaging
views the tissue differences with respect to time.
4- The MRI has a high, spatial resolution while an fMRI has a long-distance,
superior, temporal resolution.
5- When talking about its technological advancements, the fMRI is still starting to
build up its name unlike the MRI wherein it is already at its peak as one of the
widely used equipment technologies in the medical world.
6- The fMRI is yet to be introduced for diagnostic purposes and is only used in
experiments unlike the revolutionary MRI.
7- The fMRI is considered to be more expensive than the MRI because of the
additional software and hardware required for it, (Lustig, 1967).
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Table 2.1: Summary of the phenotypic appearance and neuropathology findings from
patients with the known PARK mutations (Foltynie, et al., 2002)
genes
PARK 1

Phenotype

Neuropathology

Onset typically in 30 s and 40s Rapid disease

Nigral degeneration

progression, Tremor uncommon, Good

Lewy bodies

response to L-dopa Early cognitive impairment
PARK 2

Early onset typically, 20s, 30s or40s Slow

Nigral degeneration

disease progression, Symmetrical involvement

No Lewy bodies

Focal dystonia, Sleep benefit

except in rare case
reports

PARK 3

Onset in 50s Good response to L-dopa

Nigral degeneration

Cognitive

Lewy bodies

impairment
PARK 4

Early onset , Early weight loss, Rapid disease

Nigral degeneration

progression, Good response to L-dopa

Lewy bodies

Some individuals have postural tremor only
PARK 5

Onset age 50

Nigral degeneration

Initial tremor prior to bradykinesia

Lewy bodies

Good response to L-dopa

PARK 6

Early onset typically in 30s

Unknown

Benign course
Predominant rest tremor
Good, Persistent response to L-dopa
Early onset of drug induced dyskinesias
PARK 7

Early onset typically in 30s. Asymmetrical

Unknown

onset Benign course , Good persistent response
to L-dopa, Focal dystonia

PARK 8

Onset in 40s and 50s ,Asymmetrical onset, No

Nigral degeneration

Good response to L-dopa

No Lewy bodies
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2.1.4 Bioinformatics or Molecular Biology
Bioinformatics study biological question by analysis molecular data such as DNA
protein sequences, genes expression and etc. Computer scientists develop tools,
software algorithms to store and analyze the data.
Bioinformatics combines computer science, statistics, mathematics and engineering
to analyze and interpret biological data, (Jones and Pevzner, 2005).
There are many studies of Bioinformatics such as:
 Sequence analysis /Genomics.
 Structural biology /Proteomics.
 Chemo informatics/Drug design.
 Biocomputing (application, systems).

The genetic material [DNA, RNA] as sequences of bases {A, T, G, C}
A= Adenine, T= Thymine, G = Guanine, C = Cytosine, (Jones and Pevzner, 2004).
2.1.4.1 Central Dogma of Bioinformatics
Central dogma of molecular biology process from DNA is transcribed into RNA, and
translated into protein.
DNA makes RNA makes protein
Sequence
DNA
mRNA

Structure

Function

Transcription to mRNA
Translation to protein, (Jones and Pevzner, 2005).

2.1.4.2 Single (simple) Nucleotide Polymorphisms SNPS
SNP is defined as single base change in DNA sequences that occur in a significant
proportion (more than 1 percent) of a large population.
Human Genetic Variation (SNPS) used for:1- Identification and forensics.
2- Mapping and genome-wide an association studies of complex disease.
3- Estimating predisposition to disease.
4- Classifying patient in clinical trials.
5- Response to treatment, (ncbi, 2017).

The types of SNPS associated genetic variants identified by genome-wide
association of the located outside of protein:
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1- Noncoding SNPS [5’UTR, 3’UTR, Introns].
2- Coding SNPS [Synonymous, Nonsynonymous(change amino acid) (ncbi,
2017)

2.1.5 Digital Image Processing
Interest in digital image processing methods stems from two principal application
areas: improvement of pictorial information for human interpretation; and processing
of image data for storage, transmission, and representation for autonomous machine
perception. Image processing is an effective part of machine vision, after an image is
acquired; it is processed using machine vision image processing methods, Figure 2.8
below shown digital image processing methods, (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002).

Registration
Filtering
Color Analysis
Pixel counting
Thresholding
Comparison

Digital image
processing

Edge detection

Segmentation

Pattern recognition

Figure 2.8: Digital Image Processing Methods (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002)

2.1.6 Features Extraction
Features are used as inputs to classifiers that assign them to the class that they
represent. The purpose of feature extraction is to reduce the original data by
measuring certain properties, or features, that distinguish one input pattern from
another pattern. Features that can be extracted automatically from an image without
any shape information (information about spatial relationships) such as thresholding
is performed as a point operation, find shapes in images, edges detection, texture
analysis and statistical features from images. The extracted feature should provide
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the characteristics of the input type to the classifier by considering the description of
the relevant properties of the image into feature vectors, (Nixon and Aguado, 2008).

2.1.7 Neural Network
An artificial neural network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that is
inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, process
information. The key element of this paradigm is the novel structure of the
information processing system. It is composed of a large number of highly
interconnected processing elements (neurons) working in unison to solve specific
problems. ANNs, like people, learn by example. An ANN is configured for a specific
application, such as pattern recognition or data classification, through a learning
process. Learning in biological systems involves adjustments to the synaptic
connections that exist between the neurons. Neural networks, with their remarkable
ability to derive meaning from complicated or imprecise data, can be used to extract
patterns and detect trends that are too complex to be noticed by either humans or
other computer techniques. A trained neural network can be thought of as an "expert"
in the category of information it has been given to analyses. This expert can then be
used to provide projections given new situations of interest and answer "what if"
questions. The computing world has a lot to gain from neural networks. Their ability
to learn by example makes them very flexible and powerful. Furthermore there is no
need to devise an algorithm in order to perform a specific task; i.e. there is no need to
understand the internal mechanisms of that task. They are also very well suited for
real time systems because of their fast response and computational times which are
due to their parallel architecture, (Aleksander and Morton, 1995).

2.1.8 Support Vector Machine
The support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning method that generates
input-output mapping functions from a set of labeled training data. The mapping
function can be either a classification function, i.e., the category of the input data, or
a regression function. For classification, nonlinear kernel functions are often used to
transform input data to a high- dimensional feature space in which the input data
become more separable compared to the original input space. Maximum-margin
hyper planes are then created. The model thus produced depends on only a subset of
the training data near the class boundaries. Similarly, the model produced by support
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vector regression ignores any training data that is sufficiently close to the model
prediction. SVMs are also said to belong to kernel methods. In addition to its solid
mathematical foundation in statistical learning theory, SVMs have demonstrated
highly competitive performance in numerous real-world applications, such as
bioinformatics, text mining, face recognition, and image processing, which has
established SVMs as one of the state-of the- art tools for machine learning and data
mining, along with other soft computing techniques, e.g., neural networks and fuzzy
systems, (Wang, 2005).

2.1.9 Summary
The tools were used in this study bioinformatics tools analysis for genes, features
extraction using GLCM algorithms, and classification the data using neural network
and support vector machine with cross validation explained in chapter three.

2.2 Literature Review
Numerous promising approaches are being proposed by various authors.

2.2.1 Previous Studies
In (2017) Thomas R. Barber, et al., proposed neuroimaging in pre-motor
Parkinson’s disease pre-clinical cohorts, including modalities that are well
established in clinical Parkinson's as well as novel imaging methods. Techniques
such as high resolution MRI of the substantia nigra and functional imaging of
Parkinsonian brain networks have great potential to facilitate early diagnosis.
Functional

MRI

can

reveal

perturbations

of

functional

connectivity

in

neurodegenerative disorders in the absence of structural changes in some cases
decades before the onset of clinical disease and establish true value in quantifying
prodromal neurodegeneration and predicting future Parkinson's, (Barber, et al.,
2017).

In (2017) genetics home reference (ghr) proposed synuclein alpha (SNCA) gene
alpha synuclein, at least five mutations in the SNCA gene have been found to cause
PD a condition characterized by progressive problems with movement and balance.
SNCA gene mutations are associated with the early-onset form of the disorder, which
typically appears before age 50. Other variations in the SNCA gene have been found
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to increase the risk of developing Parkinson disease, two types of alterations of the
SNCA gene in people with Parkinson disease were described One type changes a
single protein building block (amino acid) used to make alpha-synuclein, other type
of alteration, one of the two SNCA genes in each cell is inappropriately duplicated or
triplicated, (ghr, 2017).
In (2016) Bakhit, et al., proposed the pathogenic SNPs in PARK2 and PINK1
using in silico prediction software and their effect on the structure, function, and
regulation of the proteins. Materials and methods were carried out in silico prediction
of structural affected of each SNP using different bioinformatics tools to predict
substitution influence on protein structure and function. Twenty-one SNPs in PARK2
gene were found to affect transcription factor binding activity. 185 SNPs were found
to affect splicing. Ten SNPs were found to affect the miRNA binding site. Two SNPs
rs55961220 and rs56092260 affected the structure, function, and stability of Parkin
protein. In PINK1 gene only one SNP (rs7349186) was found to affect the structure,
function, and stability of the PINK1 protein. Ten SNPs were found to affect the
microRNA binding site. Better understanding of Parkinson’s disease caused by
mutations in PARK2 and PINK1 genes was achieved using in silico prediction,
(Bakhit, et al., 2016).

In (2016) Michel, et al., proposed understanding dopaminergic cell death pathways
in PD, a synthetic overview of cell-autonomous mechanisms that are likely to
participate in DA cell death in both sporadic and inherited forms of the disease. The
damage to vulnerable DA neurons may arise from cellular disturbances produced
was described by protein misfolding and aggregation, disruption of autophagy
catabolism, endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, or loss of
calcium homeostasis,( Michel, et al., 2016).
In (2016) Chung, et al., proposed Parkin and PINK1 patient iPSC-derived
midbrain dopamine neurons exhibit mitochondrial dysfunction and a-synuclein
accumulation, mutations in PARK2 and PINK1, which lead to dysfunctional
mitochondria-related proteins Parkin and PINK1, suggesting that pathways
implicated in these monogenic forms could play a more general role in PD. The
identification

of

disease-related

phenotypes

in

PD-patient-specific

were

demonstrated induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived enabled PD modeling
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directly in midbrain dopamine (mDA) neurons depends on the type of differentiation
protocol utilized enabled. In a floor-plate-based but not a neural-rosette-based
directed differentiation strategy, iPSC-derived mDA neurons recapitulate PD
phenotypes,

including

pathogenic

protein

accumulation,

cell-type-specific

vulnerability, mitochondrial dysfunction, and abnormal neurotransmitter homeostasis
(Chung, et al., 2016).

In (2015) Wallings, et al., proposed cellular processes associated with LRRK2
function and dysfunction. The mutations in the leucine-rich repeat kinase 2
(LRRK2)-encoding gene are the most common cause of monogenic Parkinson’s
disease because LRRK2 has been associated with a diverse set of cellular functions
and signalling pathways including mitochondrial function, vesicle trafficking
together with endocytosis, retromer complex modulation and autophagy,( Wallings,
et al., 2015).

In (2014) Dorszewska, et al., proposed molecular effects of L-dopa therapy in
Parkinson’s disease dysfunction treatment is simple and generally based on the
enhancement of dopaminergic transmission by means of the L-dihydroxy
phenylalanine (L-dopa) and dopamine agonists (DA). L-dopa was discovered in the
early -60's of the last century by Hornykiewicz and used for the treatment of patients
with PD. L-dopa treatment in PD is related to decreased levels of the
neurotransmitter (DA) in striatum and absence of DA transporters on the nerve
terminals in the brain, (Dorszewska, et al., 2014).

In (2014) Panat, et al., proposed features extraction and classification of fMRI
images, fMRI is widely used to identify neural correlates of cognitive tasks.
Statistical features like correlation and entropy are extracted from fMRI images of
human brain of emotional and normal state of mind. The features are based on
texture properties of fMRI images. The features so extracted are classified using
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and K Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifiers to help
distinguish between normal and emotional state of human brain. Table 2.2 and table
2.3 below shown results of the features extracted from the fMRI normal and
emotional images and comparison of results of the classifiers GMM and kNN,
(Panat, et al., 2014).
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Table 2.2: Results of the features extracted from the fMRI Normal and Emotional
images. (Panat, et al., 2014)
Feature
Correlation Coefficient
Entropy

Normal Images
Values above 0.06
Lower values than
emotional

Emotional Images
Values below 0.04
Higher values than normal

Table 2.3: Comparison of results of the classifiers GMM and kNN of features
extracted from the fMRI Normal and Emotional images. (Panat, et al., 2014)
GMM
For correlation and entropy accuracy =
99%

KNN
For correlation and entropy accuracy =
99.9%

In (2013) Osellame, et al., proposed a mitochondria and quality control defectslinks to parkinson’s disease, mitochondrial dysfunction has been widely implicated
in familial PD, with mutations in PINK1, Parkin, DJ-1, and HtrA2/Omi resulting in
defects in mitochondrial dynamics, physiology, and quality control In order to
establish whether defective organelle turnover in GBA neurons cells had a direct
impact on mitochondrial volume in cells, (Osellame, et al., 2013).
In (2012) Greggio proposed a role of LRRK2 kinase activity in the pathogenesis
of Parkinson’s disease; missense mutations in the LRRK2 gene linked to an inherited
form of PD with clinical and pathological presentation resembling the sporadic
syndrome. LRRK2 is a complex molecule containing domains implicated in protein
interactions, as well as kinase and GTPase activities. The observation of the common
G2019S mutation increases kinase activity in vitro suggests that altered
phosphorylation of LRRK2 targets may have pathological outcomes. Given that
protein kinases are ideal targets for drug therapies, (Greggio, 2012).
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2.2.2. Summary
The literature showed mutation in Pakinson’s genes effected on dopamine cells
and dysfunction of mitochondrial and using bioinformatics tools to understanding
dopamine cells. Also use the neuroimaging and machine learning for interpretation
clinical data. Previous research demonstrates significant result in the field of
pathogenic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPS) and their effect on the structure,
function and stability of the protein. This effect of protein also effected for dopamine
levels. Unlike previous studies this work attempted to combine bioinformatics tools
and imaging processing using machine learning algorithm for interpretation of
clinical data will give more accurate diagnosis and early detection of Parkinson’s
disease for genes therapy.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the methods that were developed in this study. Most of the
developed algorithms were executed under MATLAB (R2014b) for fMRI image
processing and classification using neural network, support vector machine with
cross validation and bioinformatics tools software analysis. The steps in Figure 3.1
and Figure 3.2 describe the system method.

3.2 Bioinformatics Tools Steps
Figure 3.1 below shown the steps of bioinformatics tools and software programs
for analysis DPSNPS dataset from ncbi web site were filtered for taken region of the
study and using SIFT, Poly Phen-2, PhD-SNPS, I-MUTANT and chimera for 3D
structure.
3.2.1 DBSNPS data set
There are numerous open-source bioinformatics databanks available on Internet.
Every country is in a race to develop a rich bioinformatics databank. In this work
dbSNP and Ensembl genome database selected as a data source for PINK1, PARK2
and LRRK2 were obtained from the national center for biotechnology information
(ncbi, 2017).
3.2.2 Bioinformatics Preprocessing Method
All genes rs sequences were filtered from ncbi reports and taken the noncoding and
untranslated regions to be the region of the study for PD. In this research four
common predication tools were used to evaluate the rsSNPS as methods for
classification of genetic mutations. These tools are: SIFT, Polyphen2, PhD-SNP, IMUTANT, and chimera all this tools have open source on Internet.
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DBSNPS data set

Bioinformatics preprocessing method

SIFT algorithms

Poly-phen2

PhD-SNPS

I-MUTANT

Chimera 3D-Structure

Figure 3.1: Steps of Bioinformatics Tools

3.2.2.1 Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database (dbSNP)
The single nucleotide polymorphism database (dbSNP) is a database which
maintains the variation (occurring in more than 1), and that contains entries
submitted by public laboratories and private organizations for a large number of
organisms across the globe. Each of these submissions includes information about
the actual nucleotide variation and the 5 and 3 flanking sequences. Although the
name of the database implies a collection of one class of polymorphisms only
(i.e., single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)), it in fact contains a range of
molecular variation: (1) SNPs, (2) short deletion and insertion polymorphisms
(indels/DIPs), (3) microsatellite markers or short tandem repeats (STRs),
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(4) multinucleotide polymorphisms (MNPs), (5) heterozygous sequences, and (6)
named variants. (David L et al., 2007). Every submitted variation receives a submitted
SNP ID number (ss). This accession number is a stable and unique identifier for that
submission. Unique submitted SNP records also receive a reference SNP ID number
(rs; "refSNP cluster"). However, more than one record of a variation will likely be
submitted to dbSNP, especially for clinically relevant variations. To accommodate
this, dbSNP routinely assembles identical submitted SNP records into a single
reference SNP record, which is also a unique and stable identifier (McEntyre and
Ostell, 2012). Quality of the data found on dbSNP has been questioned by many

research groups, which suspect high false positive rates due to genotyping and basecalling errors. These mistakes can easily be entered into dbSNP if the submitter uses
(1) uncritical bioinformatics alignments of highly similar but distinct DNA
sequences, and/or (2) PCRs with primers that cannot discriminate between similar
but distinct DNA sequences. Wherefore in this research another database source
(Ensembl) was used to increase database quality (Musumeci et al., 2011). All genes rs
sequences downloaded in FASTA format, this format provides the flanking sequence
for each report of variation in dbSNP, as well as all the submitted sequences that
have no variation. Rs FASTA contain all the reference SNP sequences in FASTA
format. FASTA data format is typically used for sequence comparisons using
BLAST (McEntyre and Ostell, 2012).
3.2.3 SIFT Algorithms
Sorting intolerant from tolerant (SIFT) predicts whether an amino acid substitution
affects protein function. Prediction is based on the degree of conservation of amino
acid residues in sequence alignments derived from closely related sequences,
collected through PSI-BLAST. SIFT can be applied to naturally occurring
nonsynonymous polymorphisms or laboratory-induced missense mutations. SIFT
support single, batch and file inputs, SNP ID (rs) was input into SIFT as shown in
Figure 3.2 to get prediction result. After submitted rsID for sequence under test the
result appear in a time corresponds to the amount of data entered (as the number of
SNP ID increased the processing time increased) (ncbi, 2017).
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Figure 3.2: SIFT Tool and Input Method

3.2.4 Polyphen2
Polymorphism Phenotyping version 2 (PolyPhen-2) PolyPhen-2 is a tool to predict
possible impact of an amino acid substitution on the structure and function of a
human protein using straightforward physical and comparative considerations.
PolyPhen-2 provides single input and batch input. The disadvantage of this input
method is that the result is difficult to read. The best method to get accurate result
from PolyPhen-2 achieved by inter protein ID, position of mutation, original protein
and new protein, but it is a very cumbersome insertion method. Protein input method
shown in Figure 3.3 (ncbi, 2017).

Figure 3.3: PolyPhen-2 Protein Input Method
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3.2.5 PhD-SNPS
Sometimes SIFT and Polyphen2 result conflict, one of them say mutation is
damage and the other one say it is Benign (Normal), researcher in this situation turns
on additional predicted programs to be sure if interested rs is normal or damage.
Predictor of human deleterious single nucleotide polymorphisms (PhD-SNP) tool
used on conflict rs to determine classification it. Input formula require reference
protein sequence (got it from NCBI) and the position mutation occurs corresponding
to rs, this formula account with difficult input method also presenting results form,
despite their comprehensiveness, may lead to error if the researcher is not focused
result. Figure 3.4 shown PhD-SNP inputs.

Figure 3.4: PhD-SNP Input

3.2.6 I-MUTANT
Predication of effects of single point protein mutation, predication of protein
stability changes upon single point mutation form. Input formula requires reference
protein sequence (got it from NCBI) and the position mutation occurs corresponding
to rs. Figure 3.5 shown I-MUTANT inputs.
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Figure 3.5: I-MUTANT inputs
3.2.7 Chimera 3D-Structure (3D modeling and visualization)
The resultant variants in were visualized using UCSF Chimera 2.0 software using
phylogenetic and structural. Given information for predict possible impact of an
amino acid substitution on the structure and function of a human protein.

3.3 Images Processing of fMRI Steps
Figure 3.2 below have shown the steps of fMRI image processing. These steps are
download database, preprocessing, features extraction, classification using neural
network and support vector machine with cross validation into interpretation clinical
data for detected malfunction dopamine cells.
3.3.1 fMRI Databases
There are some difficulties in Sudan in acquiring data for achieving the
classfication process specifically the fmri images for PD, but there are free websites
that give free datasets for academic projects, so the data was got from the website:
(www.ida.inoi.usc.edu, 2017).
These images are fmri images of a patient contain 1000 images normal and
abnormal. The same size of images is (208x176).
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fMRI databases

Preprocessing

Features extraction using gray comatrix
(GLCM) algorithms

Classification

Support vector machine with cross
validation

Neural network

Interpretation clinical data,
mutation in genes with images
processing for detect malfunction
dopamine cells

Figure 3.6: Steps of Images Processing

3.3.2 Preprocessing
To improve performance the preprocessing method should be presented. The
functional data usually high resolution, then equalization of the images is done to
adjust the size of the images and contrast.
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3.3.3 Features Extraction using Gray Comatrix (GLCM) Algorithms
The feature will be detected for extracting points, lines, and regions, templates,
because of using the direct intensity levels or pixels of the image. Features are used
as inputs to classifiers ,the purpose of features extraction is to reduce the original
data by measuring certain properties, should be provide the characteristics of the
input data . Statistical parametric map for statistical analysis of fmri images which
identifies the regions showing significant signal change by examining texture
considers the spatial relationship of pixels in the gray level. To assist the statistical
analysis using the GLCM algorithm for features extraction fmri images. The GLCM
functions characterize the texture of an image by calculating how often pairs of pixel
with specific values and a specific spatial relationship occur in images. After the
GLCM, several statistics can derive from using gray properties (grayprop). All
features extraction about four parameters from fmri images as matrix’s (4*1523),
Table 3.1 below shown the description of parameters.
Table 3.1: Four Parameters for GLCM of Statistical Analysis
Statistic
Entropy
Correlation
Contrast
Homogeneity

Description
Measure the image complexity and irregularity
Measure the probability occurrence of specific pixel
pairs
Measure the local variation in the gray level cooccurrence matrix’s
Measure the closeness of the distribution of element

3.3.4 Classification using Neural Network
Neural networks is developing very fast since the first neural networks model was
proposed since 1943, especially the Hopfield neural networks and famous arithmetic
came into being after. It is a data clustering method based on distance measurement;
also this method is model irrespective. The neural approach applies biological
concepts to machines to recognize patterns. The outcome of this effort is the
invention of artificial neural networks which is set up by the elicitation of the
physiology knowledge of human brain. Neural net- works is composed of a series of
different, associate unit (Nagaty, 2001). After features extractions using neural fitting
networks are feed forward neural networks used to fit an input-output relationship.
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This has three types of layers: input layer, output layers and hidden layers. Hidden
layer does intermediate computation before directing the input to output layer. For
training representing static data: 1523 samples of 4 elements, for testing representing
static data: 1523 samples of 1 element, Figure 3.7 below shown fitting neural
network.

Figure 3.7: Fitting Neural Network
3.3.5 Classification using Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine (SVM) used when the data has exactly two classes. An SVM
classifies data by finding the best hyper plane that separates all data points of one
class from those of the other class. The best hyper plane for an SVM means the one
with the largest margin between the two classes. Margin means the maximal width of
the slab parallel to the hyper plane that has no interior data points. Cross validation
randomly generated indices for K-fold features. This fold contains equal (or
approximately equal) proportions of the integers 1 through K that define a partition
of the features into K disjoint subsets. Repeated calls return different randomly
generated partitions. In K-fold cross-validation, K-1 folds are used for training and
the last fold is used for evaluation. This process is repeated K times, leaving one
different fold for evaluation each time, (Nagaty, 2001).
3.3.6 Mutation in Genes with Images Processing for Detect Malfunction
Dopamine Cells
Interpretation clinical data and mutation in genes from bioinformatics tool that
affected on the function of protein which is responsible for produce dopamine in
substantia nigra and action potential of cells also effected on cell size detected by
fmri images classification.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Results
This chapter presents the results of bioinformatics tool analysis for SNPS and images
processing of fmri. The performance can be evaluate by calculating, the accuracy,
time required to test all mutations in genes.

4.1.1

Results for Gene PINK1

The table 4.1 below shown the results of SIFT, Polyphen2, I-MUTANT, and PhDSNPS for PINK1 which SNPSID effect on the structure, function and stability for
protein of PINK1 gene according to results of each programs the results can be
damaging, probably damaging, decrease and disease for each SNPS .

Table 4.1: SNPs with in PINK1 Gene that Affect the Structure, Function and
Stability of Protein Predicted by SIFT, PolyPhen2, I-MUTANT and PhD-SNPS
Tools.
SNPID

Protein
ID

rs74315360

NP-

Amino
acid
change

A217D

SIFT

Damaging Probably

115785
rs28940284

Polyphen2

I-

PhD-

MUTANT

SNPS

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

damaging
H271Q

Damaging Probably
damaging

rs74315355

G309D

Damaging Probably
damaging

rs74315359

T313M

Damaging Probably
damaging

rs28940285

L347P

Damaging Probably
damaging

rs119451946

P399L

Damaging Probably
damaging
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4.1.2

Results for Gene PARK2

The table 4.2 below shown the results of SIFT, Polyphen2, I-MUTANT, and PhDSNPS for PARK2 which SNPSID effect on the structure, function and stability for
protein of PARK2 gene according to results of each programs the results can be
damaging, probably damaging, decrease and disease for each SNPS .

Table 4.2: SNPs with in PARK2 Gene that Affect the Structure, Function and
Stability of Protein Predicted by SIFT, PolyPhen2, I-MUTANT and PhD-SNPS
Tools.
SNPID

Protein
ID

Amino
acid
change

SIFT

Polyphen

I-

PhD-

2

MUTAN

SNPS

T
rs34424986

NP-

R275W

Damaging Probably

004553

4.1.3

Decrease

disease

damaging

Results for Gene LRRK2

The table 4.3 below shown the results of SIFT, Polyphen2, I-MUTANT, and PhDSNPS for LRRK2 which SNPSID effect on the structure, function and stability for
protein of LRRK2 gene according to results of each programs the results can be
damaging, probably damaging, decrease and disease for each SNPS .
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Table 4.3: SNPs with in LRRK2 Gene that Affect the Structure and Function and
Stability of Protein Predicted by SIFT, PolyPhen2, I-MUTANT and PhD-SNPS
Tools.
SNPID

Protein
ID

rs34995376

NP-

Amino
acid
change

SIFT

R1441H

Damaging

000177

Polyphen2

Probably

I-

PhD-

MUTANT

SNPS

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

Decrease

disease

damaging
R1441C

Damaging

Probably
damaging

R1441G

Damaging

Probably
damaging

rs34637584

G2019S

Damaging

Probably
damaging

4.2 Results of Chimera
Using phylogenetic and structural for 3D modeling and visualization.
4.2.2 Chimera for PINK1
The figure 4.1 below shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein without mutation
was modeled and visualized using Chimera software.

Figure 4.1: Protein for PINK1 without Mutation
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The figure 4.2 below has shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein with mutation for
rs28940284 in Position 217 change from A to D in amino acid.

Figure 4.2: Mutation for rs28940284 in Position 217
The figure 4.3 below has shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein with mutation for
rs74315360 in Position 271 change from H to Q in amino acid.

Figure 4.3: Mutation for rs74315360 in Position 271
The figure 4.4 below has shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein with mutation for
rs119451946 in Position 399 change from P to L in amino acid.

Figure 4.4: Mutation for rs119451946 in Position 399
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The figure 4.5 below has shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein with mutation for
rs74315355 in Position 309 change from G to D in amino acid.

Figure 4.5: Mutation for rs74315355 in Position 309
The figure 4.6 below has shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein with mutation for
rs74315359 in Position 313 change from T to M in amino acid.

Figure 4.6: Mutation for rs74315359 in Position 313
The figure 4.7 below has shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein with mutation for
rs28940285 in Position 347 change from L to P in amino acid.

Figure 4.7: Mutation for rs28940285 in Position 347
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4.2.2 Chimera for PARK2
The Figure 4.8 below shown the 3D structure of PARK2 protein without mutations
was modeled and visualized using Chimera software.

Figure 4.8: Protein for PARK2 without Mutation
The figure 4.9 below has shown the 3D structure of PINK1 protein with mutation for
rs34424986 in Position 275 change from R to W in amino acid.

Figure 4.9: Mutation for rs34424986 in Position 275
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4.2.3 Chimera for LRRK2
The Figure 4.10 below shown the 3D structure of LRRK2 protein without mutation
was modeled and visualized using Chimera software.

Figure 4.10: Protein for LRRK2 without Mutation

The figure 4.11 below has shown the 3D structure of LRRK2 protein with mutation
for rs34995376 in Position 1441 change from R to H in amino acid.

Figure 4.11: Mutation for rs34995376 in Position R1441H
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The figure 4.12 below has shown the 3D structure of LRRK2 protein with mutation
for rs34995376 in Position 1441 change from R to C in amino acid.

Figure 4.12: Mutation for rs34995376 in Position R1441C

The figure 4.13 below has shown the 3D structure of LRRK2 protein with mutation
for rs34995376 in Position 1441 change from R to G in amino acid.

Figure 4.13: Mutation for rs34995376 in Position R1441G
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4.3 Results for fMRI Images Processing
The Tables 4.4 and 4.5, below have shown the results of fMRI for features
extraction the parameters in normal images lower values than abnormal images, and
classification.

Table 4.4: Results of the Features Extracted using GLCM Algorithms from the fMRI
Normal and Abnormal images.
Features
Normal image
Abnormal image

Entropy
0.1993
0.2914

Correlation
0.7252
0.8297

Contrast
0.2958
0.3986

Homogeneity
0.8761
0.9023

Table 4.5: Results of Classification Features using Neural Network and Support
Vector Machine with Cross Validation
Neural Network

Support Vector Machine with Cross
Validation

Accuracy 99%

Accuracy 90%

MSE = 2.49350e-18

MSE = 2.76340e-6

4.4 Discussion
Prediction programs, the methods differed from one program to another, and all of
them based on the reference genome sequence, which unfortunately, does not cover
large areas of human changes that occur in reality, which often lead to error results in
case of using the open sources database. Analysis of single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) has become a very valuable tool recently in order to predict
variants most likely associated with disease which facilitates future association
studies. SNPs in PINK1, PARK2, and LRRK2 genes for PD analyzed 26, 73, and 60
rs for each gene respectively. After analysis SNPS data using prediction programs
SIFT, Polyphen2, PhD-SNPS, and I-MUTANT, results had shown in three genes 7
SNPS in PINK1, 1 SNPS in PARK2, and 3 SNPS in LRRK2 gene change in protein
structure display by chimera 3D structure and effected on function and stability of
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the protein. SNPS ID of rs34637584 in position G2019S mutations 3D structure not
found yet in chimera programs.
The resultant image so obtained is statistical parametric map entropy, contrast,
correlation, homogeneity; the GLCM shows how parametric maps are being used to
assist the statistical analysis. Once we calculated the blood-oxygen-level dependent
(BOLD) response mediated by blood flow correctly, it becomes reliable to detect the
activations by predicting the shape of the images and calculating statistical
coefficients between each of the pixels of a map. The parameters in normal images
lower values than abnormal images. The algorithms are executed on MATLAB
(R2014b) which means that all data entered as matrixes, however in classification
part when data divided into groups for testing and training each group treated as one
block of information vectors for neural network and support vector machine with
cross validation. Accuracy reaches to 99% and 90% for neural network and support
vector machine respectively.
From bioinformatics results for position of mutation in genes and effected on 3D
structure of protein however this affect change the function of protein responsible for
produce dopamine and effect on size of cells can be detect by fMRI images.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 CONCLUSION:
In conclusion machine learning algorithm for interpretation of clinical data and
images processing will give more accurate diagnosis, also according to genetic factor
the bioinformatics tools for pathogenic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPS)
which effected on the structure, function and stability of the protein responsible for
produce dopamine in substantia nigra can be help to early detection of parkinson’s
disease for genes therapy or drug design.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS:
The study recommends improving the system performance with current techniques,
modeling for dopamine cells, genes therapy or drug design and giving more
information about position of mutation in genes and affected of action potential and
levels of dopamine cells generation.
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